The photophoretic force may impact planetary formation by selectively moving solid particles based on their composition and structure. This generates collision velocities between grains of different sizes and sorts the dust in protoplanetary discs by composition. This numerical simulation studied the photophoretic force acting on fractal dust aggregates of µm-scale radii. Results show that aggregates tend to have greater photophoretic drift velocities than spheres of similar mass or radii, though with a greater spread in the velocity. While the drift velocities of compact aggregates continue to increase as the aggregates grow larger in size, fluffy aggregates have drift velocities which are relatively constant with size. Aggregates formed from an initially polydisperse size distribution of dust grains behave differently from aggregates formed from a monodisperse population, having smaller drift velocities with directions which deviate substantially from the direction of illumination. Results agree with microgravity experiments which show the difference of photophoretic forces with aggregation state.
. I N T RO D U C T I O N
Observations of Mercury and rocky exoplanets close to their stars, notably KOI-1843.03, CoRoT-7b or Kepler-10b indicate that these inner planets tend to be denser than outer planets (Rappaport et al. 2013; Wurm, Trieloff & Rauer 2013) . Mercury, for instance, has an average density of 5300 kg m −3 , significantly greater than Earth's average density of 4100 kg m −3 or Mars' average density of 3800 kg m −3 (Spohn et al. 2001) . This indicates that Mercury and other innermost planets are comparatively rich in metals (Wurm et al. 2013) , which suggests that during the early stages of planetary formation, a mechanism exists to sort the dust in a protoplanetary disc (PPD) by composition, moving silicates outwards but not affecting metallic grains.
The photophoretic force, which occurs due to the interactions of gas particles with an unevenly heated dust grain, is an excellent candidate for this sorting mechanism (Krauss & Wurm 2005; Wurm et al. 2013 ). This long-studied phenomenon, which has been extensively described elsewhere (for example, Beresnev, Chernyak & Fomyagin 1993; Rohatschek 1995; Tehranian et al. 2001; Wurm et al. 2010) , was recently proposed as a factor in astrophysical environments (Krauss & Wurm 2005; Wurm et al. 2010) . Since then, however, it has been suggested as an explanation for the concentration of particular sizes, ages and compositions of chondrules in E-mail: lorin_Matthews@baylor.edu (LSM); gerhard.wurm@uni-due.de (GW) asteroids and similar bodies (Wurm & Krauss 2006) and for the formation of almost dust-free voids in PPDs (Herrmann & Krivov 2007; Krauss et al. 2007 ; Mousis et al. 2007; Takeuchi & Krauss 2008) . In addition, recent experimental work examined the photophoretic force on aggregates and chondrules in laboratory and microgravity conditions and found that it produced a significant acceleration of the aggregates (Wurm et al. 2010) . In view of these experiments, it is logical to assume that photophoresis may play a role in the distribution of dust in a PPD.
The photophoretic force arises from a temperature gradient across a grain, which may develop if the radiation from a young star illuminates and heats one side of the grain. The gradient can form even if the particle is rotating, provided that the rotation is slow enough for the gradient to develop, which is generally the case in a PPD (Loesche et al. 2014 ). This can be seen by comparing the timescale for heat conduction in an illuminated particle of radius a
where ρ d , c d and k th are the density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the dust material, respectively, to the rotation time scale, which can be found by equating the thermal energy, 3/2 kT, to the rotational kinetic energy, (1/2)I ω 2 (I is the rotational inertia and ω is the angular frequency). For a spherical grain, this yields
where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature. For a silicate grain of radius 1.7 mm with ρ d = 2500 kg m −3 , typical heat capacity of 1000 J kg −1 K −1 and a thermal conductivity of 1 W m −1 K −1 , τ heat = 7.2 µs while τ rot = 6.9 ms. A similar analysis for a porous aggregate also yields the result that the conduction time scale is much shorter than the rotation time scale.
At the same time, the insolation and gas pressures near the inner edge of a PPD are great enough that one can assume continuous heating in the optical field and that gas collisions occur frequently enough that stochastic effects can be ignored. Given a radiative flux of 1-10 kW m −2 , typical of solar mass stars at a distance of 1 au, and assuming that the incident illumination peaks in the visible spectrum with a wavelength ∼500 nm, this corresponds to a flux of photons on the order of 10 22 m −2 s −1 . For a spherical monomer with radius 1.7 mm, the number of photons striking the surface each second is on the order of 10 10 . The flux of gas particles is given by
For typical pressures p of 1 Pa at the inner edge of a PPD (van der Marel et al. 2015) , and assuming the gas has a molecular mass m g = 2.3m p , with m p the proton mass, the gas flux is on the order of 10 23 m −2 s −1 , with ∼ 10 11 molecules impacting the surface of a micron-sized grain each second.
The photophoretic force is caused by the collisions of gas particles with the dust grain. As gas particles collide with the grain surface, some of the gas is adsorbed and equilibrates with the dust surface temperature before being re-emitted with a velocity corresponding to
with v rms the root-mean-square speed of the gas particles, k the Boltzmann constant, T the surface temperature and m the mass of the gas particle. The net momentum transferred to the dust grain usually accelerates it away from its illuminated side and thus away from the light source (Tehranian et al. 2001) . The photophoretic force depends on the difference in velocity of the rebounding gas particles, and thus on the temperature difference across the grain. Silicates, with comparatively low thermal conductivity, develop a greater temperature gradient than metals, and thus experience a stronger photophoretic force. This mechanism could lead to the sorting of grains in a PPD such that metallic grains remain near a star, while silicates are moved outward (Herrmann & Krivov 2007; Takeuchi & Krauss 2008; Wurm et al. 2013; Cuello et al. 2014) . As the dust coagulates to aggregates and then planetesimals, eventually forming planets (Blum & Wurm 2008) , this sorting effect could produce metal-rich inner planets and rockier outer planets (Wurm et al. 2013) .
Many studies have already examined the photophoretic force on individual monolithic grains. Most theoretical treatments, such as those analyzing the photophoretic force at different Knudsen numbers (Beresnev et al. 1993) or the effect of differences in the grain's surface properties (Rohatschek 1995) , have assumed spherical dust grains. Other studies work with irregular chondrules, but use radii of mm, rather than the µm-scale of dust aggregates formed in the youngest stages of the PPD. In Wurm & Krauss (2006) , the photophoretic force acting on sub-mm grains was found to be several orders of magnitude larger than the other light-induced forces in a solar nebula (radiation pressure, Poynting-Robertson drag and the Yarkovski effect), giving drift velocities on the order of 10 −1 to 1 m s −1 . Similarly, Wurm et al. (2010) studied photophoresis on aggregates and chondrules in drop-tower experiments, finding aggregate accelerations to be several orders of magnitude larger than chondrule accelerations. Finally, Wurm et al. (2013) analyzed spherical monomers to find drift velocities of 0.3 mm s −1 for metal grains compared to 15 mm s −1 for silicates at the position of Mercury, establishing photophoresis as a possible sorting mechanism in PPDs.
This study focuses on the details of photophoresis for µm-sized dust aggregates. A numerical simulation is used to examine the photophoretic force on irregular aggregates built from spherical monomers. These behave differently from spherical particles in two significant ways. First, since it is assumed that there is little or no heat transfer between the monomers (Krauss & Wurm 2005 ) and since one monomer may shadow another, the temperature gradient across the aggregate is irregular. Secondly, gas particles rebounding from the surface may collide with other areas of the aggregate, which alters the magnitude and the direction of the momentum transfer.
A previous simulation of the photophoretic force on aggregates applied a linear temperature gradient across the entire aggregate, so that the maximum temperature difference was the same as that for a sphere of the same diameter. While the results for the relative distribution of the photophoretic drift velocities agreed with experiment, the experimental results indicated that aggregates experience a larger photophoretic force than do spheres of an equivalent size ). Thus in this study a different temperature scheme is applied which takes into account the porosity of the aggregate.
The numerical method used to model the illumination, temperature gradient and photophoretic force is described in Section 2, with the results given in Section 3. A comparison with experimental investigations is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses applications to PPD environments.
. N U M E R I C A L M E T H O D S

Numerical code
Aggregate grains tend to have a porous structure which affects the heat transfer across a grain and the gas diffusion through a grain. In modeling these effects, the main problem is determining and differentiating between the outermost surface of an aggregate and surfaces which are interior to the aggregate body. In this study, an aggregate is assumed to consist of a collection of spherical monomers (subscript i), the surfaces of which are divided into many small patches (subscript p). The number of points on each monomer is varied such that patches on monomers with different radii have the same area A p .
At the centre of each patch, numerous (1024) lines of sight (LOS) are tested to determine if a line of sight is blocked by another monomer in the aggregate (or the monomer itself) or is open (for more detail, see references Matthews, Land & Hyde 2012; Ma et al. 2013; Matthews, Shotorban & Hyde 2013 ). The free LOS are then used to calculate the illumination flux incident upon a patch from a given direction, which is directly related to the surface temperature of the patch, and the flux of gas particles to a given patch (see below).
Rebounding gas particles are assumed to accommodate to the local surface temperature, but escape along random directions, which may either be open or blocked LOS. Gas particles which leave along a blocked line of sight re-accommodate to the new surface temperature. The difference in velocities of the incoming and rebounding gas particles leads to a net momentum transfer to the aggregate.
Determining open LOS
Incoming particles are assumed to move on straight-line paths so that the number of particles impacting a surface per unit area per unit time is given by the flux, I,
where n is the number density of the gas particles, v cos α is the component of the velocity normal to the surface and f(v) is the particle velocity distribution, assumed to be Maxwellian
The integral in equation (5) may be separated into an integral over the magnitude of the velocity and an integral over the angles
The integral cos α d , the LOS_factor, depends on the open LOS at the surface. Impinging gas molecules are incident from all directions. For points on an isolated sphere, no LOS are blocked except by the monomer itself, so the limits for the angular integration are 0 ≤ θ ≤ π /2 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π and LOS_factor = π for all points on the surface. However, since points on the surface of an aggregate may have blocked LOS, the LOS_factor is calculated numerically for each patch by summing over the open LOS. Details of the method are given in Matthews et al. (2012) .
Illumination
The simulation assumes a light source along a given direction, here assumed to be along the x-axis. The point at the centre of each patch is checked to determine whether the illumination direction is an open LOS; a normalized light flux to a point p which has an open LOS in the illumination direction is calculated from
wheren p is the unit normal at the surface and p is the solid angle subtended by the patch. Sample illumination fluxes for aggregate surfaces are shown in Fig. 1a and c. The total flux to the ith monomer is found by summing over all the patches on the monomer:
The maximum value of i is that for an isolated sphere, i,max = π . The illumination flux is then used to determine the temperature for each point on the grain surface. We note that this normalized light flux corresponds to a fraction of the total power absorbed per area and is proportional to the 'real' flux incident on a particle.
Temperature gradient
Aggregates often do not develop a uniform temperature gradient across their component monomers due to differences in illumination. A detailed model of the heating and heat flow in an aggregate grain (see e.g. Xu et al. 1999 ) is complicated and depends on parameters such as the type of grain material, the surface roughness, thermal contact between monomers in the grain, and others. As the focus of this paper is on the difference in the photophoretic force acting on an illuminated aggregate grain and a spherical grain (rather than the heating itself) the differential heating is modeled by making several simplifying, yet reasonable, assumptions. As discussed in Krauss & Wurm (2005) , for high Knudsen numbers the heat transport from the particle to the gas is described by the Knudsen theory (Knudsen 1911; Stoffels et al. 1996) ,
Here c p /c ν is the heat capacity ratio of the gas, which is 9/7 for diatomic gas, α is the accommodation coefficient which is approximately 1 and T is the temperature difference between the illuminated surface of the dust and the gas. Assuming the conditions in a PPD disc of T = 300 K, p = 1 Pa, m g = 2.3 m p , the conduction loss is approximately 5-50 W m −2 for a temperature difference of T = 1 − 10 K. For radiative cooling, rad = ∈ σ (T 4 dust − T 4 background ), where the emissivity ∈ is of order unity. For an optically thin disc, the grain cools against the background temperature of 3 K; thus assuming a grain temperature of 300 K, the radiative cooling rate is ∼500 W m −2 . The temperatures of the dust grains are therefore assumed to be determined by irradiation and reradiation and thermal conductivity through the solids. In each of the following equations, the subscript i refers to a monomer within the aggregate, while the subscript p refers to a point on a given monomer. The illumination is assumed to be directed along the x-direction. Sample temperature gradients calculated by the following procedure are illustrated in Fig. 1b The initial temperature of a dust grain within the aggregate is set to be equal to the gas temperature, T g , then the temperatures of each monomer and/or patch are adjusted according to the following scheme.
where the delta terms are the various modifications to the gas temperature T g . The first three modifications are due to the fact that the temperature of each monomer is primarily determined by the illumination. The temperature of each illuminated point is thus proportional to p as calculated in equation (8). This is the usual first order term considered for a single spherical particle (Rohatschek 1995) .
Here r i is the radius of the ith monomer and b is the temperature gradient for a spherical monomer fully illuminated on one side. The temperature gradient depends on the absolute light flux and the thermal conductivity of the particle. In order to compare the results to experimental settings we consider a light flux of 10 kW m −2 (also applicable to the inner regions of transitional PPDs, van der Marel et al. 2015 ) and a solid silicate grain with thermal conductivity of about 1 W mK −1 . Then this temperature gradient is on the order of b = 10 4 K m −1 (Loesche & Wurm 2012) . We use this value here. The temperature of each shadowed point on each monomer is then calculated using the straight-line distance l p,i to the radial line from the centre of the monomer to the nearest illuminated point on that monomer, which has the temperature T lit,p,i = T g + T lit,p,i
It is possible that this adjustment to the temperature of the unlit points on a monomer will cause the average temperature of an illuminated monomer to be less than the gas temperature. To avoid such a possibility, the temperature of each monomer is then scaled so that the average temperatures of illuminated monomers are warmer than non-illuminated monomers, which have a temperature equal to the background gas, T g .
The next factor accounts for heat conduction through the aggregate. Monomers at the back of the aggregate should be cooler than monomers on the illuminated side. Similarly, monomers which are at the extremities of the aggregate, in a direction perpendicular to the illumination direction, should be cooler than monomers closer to the interior of the aggregate. The average temperature of each monomer is therefore adjusted based on its position within the aggregate
where x min is the position of the point farthest from the illumination source and R max is the maximum extent of the aggregate in a direction perpendicular to the illumination direction. Here, β is a parameter based on the porosity of the aggregate as described by the compactness factor, σ , the ratio of the total volume of all the monomers to the volume of an equivalent sphere with radius R σ
with N the number of monomers in the aggregate. The equivalent radius R σ is found from the projected cross-sectional area averaged over many orientations, A σ , and is defined by
The parameter β represents the ability of porous aggregates to sustain larger temperature gradients, as suggested by experimental results (von Borstel & Blum 2012) . In these simulations, β = 1 − 9 log( σ ), thus β ranges from 0 for a compact aggregate ( σ = 1) to 10 for an open, fluffy aggregate ( σ = 0.1).
We next consider the effects due to the position of a monomer within the aggregate: monomers which are interior to the aggregate (surrounded on all sides by other monomers) should be warmer than those on the exposed back side. This is more complicated than just finding the position of the monomer relative to the centre of mass, however, due to the irregular structure of the aggregate. Interior monomers will have a large fraction of blocked LOS for points on the forward side of the grain. A monomer near the back of the aggregate will have points on the forward side which have LOS open in the directions perpendicular to the illumination direction. Accordingly, the temperature of the points on these monomers are adjusted according to the fraction of the LOS in the illumination direction which are blocked, X lit,block .
where x p is the x-component of the distance of the point from the back of the grain. Thus an interior monomer will be warmer than an exposed monomer on the back side of the aggregate, and points at the back of such a monomer are cooler than those at the front. As a next correction, we consider radiative effects. Illuminated monomers which are not directly exposed to free space, determined by the fraction of the LOS in the direction away from the illumination direction which are blocked, X unlit,block have a slightly higher temperature, since their shadowed side is unable to radiate to free space. The temperature of these monomers is adjusted as
where min(T i ) is the minimum average monomer temperature and i /π is the fraction of the maximum illumination flux possible for a monomer.
Finally, very small monomers which are in front of large illuminated monomers are given an additional increment T small so that they are not cooler than the local temperature of the large monomer behind them.
Momentum transfer from gas collisions
It is assumed that all gas particles which collide with the aggregate equilibrate with the local surface temperature before being ejected, effectively setting the 'energy accommodation coefficient' equal to 1, as in Wurm et al. (2010 Wurm et al. ( , 2013 , and Blum & Wurm (2008) . With an aggregate's irregular surface geometry, gas molecules leaving the surface in a random direction may escape into space or collide with another part of the aggregate. Gas particles are allowed to leave the surface along any of the directions defined by the 1024 test LOS not blocked by the monomer itself. If the rebound direction is blocked by another monomer in the aggregate, the flux from the blocked point is added to the incoming gas flux to the blocking point, a new rebound direction is selected for the second point, and the process repeats until an open direction is selected. Gas rebounds continue until 99.99% of the particles have rebounded, at which point the remaining 0.01% of particles are assumed to rebound along the 'average' open LOS for a given patch.
Momentum transfer from the gas to the aggregate occurs at every collision and rebound; however, the momentum transfer to the aggregate from a rebound is cancelled if the gas particle collides with another monomer. Thus, the calculations consider only momentum transfer from the initial incoming gas particles and from gas particles rebounding along open LOS. The magnitude of the momentum from the incoming particles at each point is calculated by
where I p is the flux density to the patch pcalculated using equation (8), m is the mass of the gas particle, v g is the thermal velocity of the gas and A p is the area of the patch. The momentum from particles rebounding into space is
Here I p is the gas flux corrected for rebounding gas particles, and v s is the gas velocity found by using the surface temperature T p . To convert these magnitudes into vector expressions, they are multiplied by the average open LOS for each point for the incoming momentum, or the chosen rebound directions for the outgoing momentum. The total change in momentum per unit time, and thus the magnitude of the force on each patch is given by
The total force on the grain is found by taking the vector sum of the force on each of the patches.
The drift velocity of the aggregate is calculated using with τ , the gas grain coupling time given by (Blum et al. 1996 )
with m d the mass of the dust aggregate, σ its average cross-sectional area, ρ g the gas density, v g the velocity of the gas and γ experimentally determined to be 0.68 (Blum et al. 1996) . Since the random rebound directions strongly affect the resultant forces and velocities, the simulation was run numerous times for each aggregate and the forces and velocities were averaged. Due to irregularities in the aggregate structure, the rebounding gas particles produce significant forces even without a temperature gradient across the aggregate. The magnitudes of these forces are reasonable for those responsible for Brownian motion in a given environment (Nakamura & Hidaka 1998; Blum & Wurm 2000; Ormel & Cuzzi 2007) . To differentiate the drag force on the aggregate from the photophoretic force, in each trial the resultant rebound velocity and momentum transfer for the gas were calculated with and without a temperature gradient; the difference between the results represents the photophoretic force (Fig. 3) .
. R E S U LT S
Four different populations of aggregate grains were examined in this simulation, with the results compared to those for solid spherical grains. Two populations of aggregates consisted of polydisperse spheres with radii ranging from 0.5 to 10 µm with a size distribution given by n(a)da = a γ da, with γ = -3.5, an interstellar MRN distribution (Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck 1977) . The other two populations consisted of monodisperse spheres with radii of 1.7 µm, the average monomer radius of the polydisperse population. The grain material was assumed to be silicate with a temperature gra- dient T / x = 10 4 K m −1 . This is a typical temperature gradient along a silicate particle at an illumination of several kW m −2 which relates to forces within the inner 1 au of a PPD.
Each of the monomer distributions described above were used to form aggregates using two different methods. Relatively compact aggregates were formed solely through particle-cluster aggregation (PCA), while more open, 'fluffy' aggregates were formed through a combination of PCA and cluster-cluster aggregation (CCA) as described in Matthews et al. (2012) .
The simulated conditions were chosen to be representative of the midplane at 1 au in a minimum mass solar nebula (Hayashi, Nakazawa & Nakagawa 1985) with density ρ = 1.4 × 10 −6 kg m −3
and temperature T = 300 K. The average force and velocity were analyzed as functions of the aggregates' physical parameters, such as mass and equivalent radius. The mass is related to the equivalent radius as m ∝ R α σ , where α is often defined as a fractal dimension. As shown in Fig. 4 , compact aggregates are characterized by values of α close to three, whereas the fluffy aggregates have a lower fractal dimension with α = 2.3.
Photophoretic force
The photophoretic force and drift velocity as a function of mass are shown in Fig. 5 . The force and mass are normalized to that of a 1.7 µm sphere, f 0 = 8.5 × 10 −16 N, and m 0 = 5.1 × 10 −14 kg, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5a , the photophoretic force is directly proportional to mass for spheres: f ∝ m. The magnitude of the photophoretic force on aggregates is similar to that of a single sphere for very small aggregates (m < 10m 0 ), but then increases at a greater rate with mass. The force on fluffy aggregates formed from either polydisperse or monodisperse spheres has the relation f ∝ m ∼1.5 for m > 20m 0 , while the photophoretic force acting on compact aggregates formed from monodisperse spheres is characterized by f ∝ m 1.3 . The compact aggregates formed from polydisperse spheres react similarly to spheres, with f ∝ m 1.04 , though the magnitude of the force is greater. This is likely due to the fact that the response of compact polydisperse aggregates is dominated by a single large monomer which has a temperature gradient, and hence force, similar to that of a solid sphere. Despite their greater surface area, aggregates also tend to have drift velocities which are greater than that for a sphere of the same mass (Fig. 5b) . The drift velocity of a sphere scales with mass as ν ∝ m 1/3 . The aggregate grains' velocities increase with a steeper slope, with ν ∝ m 0.6 for fluffy aggregates and ν ∝ m 0.5 for compact aggregates formed from monodisperse spheres, and ν ∝ m 0.4 for compact aggregates formed from polydisperse spheres.
A slightly different picture emerges when the forces and drift velocities are plotted as a function of radius (where the equivalent radius R σ is used for the aggregates). The force acting on aggregates of all types is seen to be comparable to that for spheres (Fig. 6a) , although in the large mass limit, the force on the aggregates is slightly greater than that for spheres. The drift velocities of the aggregates (Fig. 6b) are still greater than that for spheres with equivalent radii (because of their smaller mass) but the difference is less pronounced than that shown in Fig. 5b , primarily due to the increased cross-sectional area of the aggregates, which increases the gas drag. The drift velocities are on the order of cm s −1 for 10 µm aggregates, which is significant over the time scales of planetary formation.
Another difference between spheres and aggregate grains are the direction of the photophoretic force and drift velocity with respect to the direction of illumination. While the drift velocity of spheres are strongly peaked in the forwards direction (Fig. 7b) , aggregate grains have a broader distribution of velocities, with the most probable direction offset from the illumination direction by about 5
• (Fig. 7a  and c) .
. C O M PA R I S O N TO E X P E R I M E N T S , D I S C U S S I O N
The results of the numerical simulations can be compared to those obtained in microgravity experiments. In the drop tower in Bremen, several groups have studied the effects of photophoresis. Steinbach, Blum & Krause (2004) measured photophoretic velocities for aggregates of monodisperse, spherical µm-sized black SiO 2 particles and saw no increase with mass for aggregates smaller than 30 monomers. They saw an increase in drift velocities going from small aggregates to aggregates on the order of 100 m 0 by a factor of a few. While details to allow a specific comparison are lacking, this general trend is consistent with the velocities modeled here for monodisperse aggregates (Figs 5b and 6b) .
Von Borstel & Blum (2012) studied aggregates of different materials and found an increase in the drift velocity with size. Their aggregates were produced by a vibrating sieve and likely compact. They calculated an effective thermal conductivity of 0.1 W mK
for aggregates, which compared to a value of about 1 W mK −1 for bulk material, implies that the photophoretic force is stronger on a compact aggregate than on a volume-equivalent sphere or spheres of same size. Fig. 6a also shows a trend of small aggregates experiencing a slightly larger force than spheres of the same size, though this is less than a factor 10 as deduced by von Borstel & Blum (2012) .
To approach the problem of photophoresis for aggregates further, we carried out additional experiments in the drop tower. In a first set of experiments, we studied irregular and polydisperse samples of basalt particles and small aggregates thereof. As reported in Küpper et al. (2014) , we found a linear dependence of the velocity on the aggregate size. As the aggregates in this study were polydisperse, this fits well with the results for the simulated velocities of compact polydisperse aggregates given above. Küpper et al. (2014) also analyzed the angular distribution of the photophoretic force and found agreement with the results from the numerical models as shown in Fig. 7 .
In a second set of experiments reported here we used vitreous carbon particles. A microscope image of the grains (Fig. 8) shows that the individual particles are spherical. The individual grain size is about a factor of 10-100 larger than in the other experiments mentioned (100 µm versus 1-10 µm). This allows an estimate of the aggregate size from spatially resolved observation while the accelerated trajectories can be observed at the same time with the same optics (same field of view). Fig. 9 shows the size distribution of the spheres in detail resulting from measurements with a Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments) based on Lorenz-Mie scattering. The average particle diameter is 120 µm. 80% of the particles are confined to a size between 92 and 160 µm, which we consider as monodisperse here.
For details on the experiment setup we refer to Küpper et al. (2014) . In short, particles are ejected at low pressure from a dust bed and are illuminated by a laser at 955 nm wavelength with a flux of 20 kW m −2 . The ejection process produces individual grains and aggregates . As our particles are large and as the pressure of 2 mbar is low, the trajectories are (damped) accelerated movements where the steady-state constant velocity is reached exponentially. Fitting the observed trajectories gives the photophoretic acceleration. Fig. 10 shows the photophoretic force over mass normalized to the values for the smallest particle, M 0 = 7.9 × 10 −10 kg and F 0 = 4.4 × 10 −13 N, in analogy to Fig. 5 . For perfect spheres a linear dependence of the force on mass is expected (Fig. 4a) . This is indicated as a line in Fig. 9 . In agreement with the simu-lations, the experimental photophoretic force increase with mass is stronger than a linear increase and shows large variations. In calculating the mass, we assumed a constant density of 1.5 g cm −3 . As aggregates are porous this overestimates the mass of the larger aggregates systematically, but the data do not provide the accuracy to compensate for this, yet. Therefore, the picture of photophoresis on small to moderate size aggregates that emerges can be summarized as follows.
(1) The smallest aggregates, N < 10, show an increase in photophoretic force which is linear with mass, as for spheres.
(2) Larger aggregates (consisting of N > 10 polydisperse or monodisperse spheres) experience a force which increases with mass faster than that found for spheres. The force on open, fluffy aggregates increases most rapidly with mass, consistent with the analogue model of a porous grain with low thermal conductivity. The related increase in drift velocity depends on the morphology of the aggregates: drift velocities for aggregates increase at a faster than linear rate, but the magnitude of this increase is smaller than that found for the force (the largest aggregates may experience a force more than 10 times greater than that seen for a sphere of equivalent mass, but the drift velocity will be greater by only a factor of a few).
(3) The forces and drift velocities for aggregates are very similar to those found for spheres with equivalent radii, especially for small aggregates consisting of fewer than 100 subunits. Thus, approximating aggregates as spherical grains is a valid assumption in the earliest stages of aggregate growth.
It should be noted that the difference in behavior of spherical and aggregate grains is strongly dependent on the model used for the temperature gradient. To quantify this effect, simulations of photophoretic force acting on aggregates must include a model where heat transfer is treated in more detail and complexity. This is beyond the scope of this paper and the subject of future research.
. A P P L I C AT I O N TO P P D S
It is interesting to note that the simulations show that for large open aggregates, the size does not strongly affect the drift velocity. This is valid in the size range and for the open morphology simulated, which perfectly apply to the first growth phases in PPDs (Blum & Wurm 2008) . Therefore, after aggregates have grown to a certain size, aggregation in PPDs will not significantly change the photophoretic drift velocities until the aggregates reach sizes at which they are compacted and speed up.
This compaction size might be somewhere between mm to cm under typical conditions of a PPD (Blum & Wurm 2008) . Once compacted, Zsom et al. (2010) propose the existence of a bouncing barrier where no further growth is possible (not including photophoretically induced collisions). Bouncing barriers are persistent as long as the energy in a collision is not sufficient to destroy one of the aggregates (Kelling, Wurm & Köster 2014) . If such velocities could be reached, though, it would lead to mass transfer and growth of a larger body (Teiser & Wurm 2009 ). Therefore, it has been proposed that the bouncing barrier can be crossed by putting in some larger seeds with increased velocities with respect to the smaller grains (Windmark et al. 2012) .
Photophoretic collisions were never considered before in the scheme of coagulation models. However, photophoresis might be one way to cross the bouncing barrier at the inner edges of discs. While small aggregates move slowly, large aggregates exhibit larger photophoretic drift velocities which depend on particle size. The initial growth phase creates fluffy aggregates, with increased drift velocities. Thus, the largest aggregates will have increased relative velocities with respect to the smaller grains, which will be swept up, further accelerating the coagulation process. Recent work has also shown that due to temperature fluctuations, photophoresis also works in the disc interior; thus the importance for coagulation is not restricted to the surface or inner edge of the disc (Loesche et al. 2015) .
It might be noted that the absolute values of the drift velocities calculated and measured can immediately be taken as drift velocities in PPDs. The drift does not depend on the detailed disc density model as it is independent of pressure in the free molecular flow regime. For compact grains the drift velocity increases linearly with size. This can easily be verified for the data sets subject to this paper. For the radiation fluxes employed above of about 10 kW m −2 , simulations predict a drift velocity of 1 mm s −1 for 1 µm grains. Küpper et al. (2014) find drift velocities on the order of 1 cm s −1 for 10 µm basalt grains in experiments. Here, we find 10 cm s −1 for 100 µm glassy carbon grains, which implies about 1 m s −1 at the bouncing barrier of mm particles. If mm-particles are compact and photophoresis in addition increases by a factor of 10, we get into the velocity range of several m s −1 . The simulations find a significant spread in velocity for a given aggregate size. This can lead to a small fraction of aggregates being faster than the others. These can cross the bouncing barrier as they can pick up aggregates in collisions beyond 1 m s −1 . In this manner, planetesimals may preferentially form at the inner edge of the dust disc due to photophoretic collisions.
It is also interesting to consider these results in the case of charged dust grains. In environments where the grains are uncharged, the distribution of monomers within the aggregates tends to track the relative abundance of sizes found in the PPD. In regions of the disc where grains are charged, however, enhanced relative velocities due to size differences are required to overcome the Coulomb repulsion barrier (Okuzumi 2009; Matthews et al. 2012) . Thus aggregates tend to accumulate more of the larger monomers in the dust population and the aggregates tend to be more massive with a larger equivalent radius (Matthews et al. 2012) . This tends to be the case even in environments where the grain charge is very low, as the stochastic fluctuations of the grain charge lead to the formation of larger, fluffier aggregates as well . Charged grains also tend to form aggregates which are less compact than neutral dust (Matthews et al. 2012) . Thus these largest, fluffiest aggregate have even greater drift velocities, further increasing the relative velocities between small and large grains and enhancing the growth rate.
. C O N C L U S I O N
A numerical model is presented for the photophoretic force acting on and resultant drift velocity of µm-sized dust aggregates. The force on aggregates is greater than that on spheres of the same mass, due to the larger temperature gradients which exist across the dust grain. However, the force on a porous aggregate is comparable to that for a sphere of the same equivalent radius. Thus care must be taken in how the aggregates are characterized in comparing them to spherical bodies. The drift velocities of the aggregates (Figs 5b and 6b) are larger than that for compact spheres, on the order of mm s −1 for µm silicate materials at temperature gradients expected from illumination within the inner 1 au of a PPD. This suggests that photophoresis may be a mechanism for the sorting of dust by composition in a PPD. 
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